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Abstract— High-dimensional problems arising from com-
plex robotic systems test the limits of current motion planners
and require the development of efficient distributed motion
planners that take full advantage of all the available resources.

This paper shows how to effectively distribute the
computation of the Sampling-based Roadmap of Trees (SRT)
algorithm using a decentralized master-client scheme. The
distributed SRT algorithm allows us to solve very high-
dimensional problems that cannot be efficiently addressed
with existing planners. Our experiments show nearly linear
speedups with eighty processors and indicate that similar
speedups can be obtained with several hundred processors.

Index Terms— motion planning, roadmap, distributed al-
gorithm, PRM, SRT.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Sampling-based planners have been used extensively in
recent years for multiple query or single query motion
planning [12]–[15], [17], [20]. In multiple query motion
planning, a roadmap is built during a preprocessing phase
in order to quickly respond to many queries. An example
of such a planner is the Probabilistic Roadmap Method
(PRM) [13]. Alternatively, in single query motion planning,
there is no preprocessing phase and the configuration space
is typically explored using a single or a bi-directional
tree. Examples of such planners include Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (RRTs) [17] and Expansive Space Trees1

(ESTs) [12].
High-dimensional problems such as those arising in

planning with flexible objects [14], [16], [19], reconfig-
urable robots [21], coordination tasks [20], manipulation
planning [19], and computational biology search problems
[3], [4] test the limits of current motion planner imple-
mentations. Solving interesting problems for these complex
robotic systems requires the development of better planners
to reduce the time and the space used, which motivates
our work [1], [6]. An important avenue is to effectively
distribute computation in motion planning. This paper
describes an efficient distributed motion planner that can
be used to solve problems that are beyond the capabilities
of current sequential planners.

Work on this paper by E. Plaku and L. E. Kavraki has been supported
in part by NSF 0205671, NSF 0308237, EIA-0216467 and a Sloan
Fellowship to L. E. Kavraki.

1The acronymEST to describe Expansive Space Trees does not appear
in the original papers, but is used in this paper for convenience.

Fig. 1. A scene from our benchmarks. In problem “ConsR2,” tworobots
must exchange places by going through ten small holes.

Despite the need for fast solutions for high-dimensional
problems, little effort has been devoted to the development
of distributed motion planners, especially when contrasted
with the work focused on sequential motion planners. The
work in [18] gives a parallel algorithm for 6 degrees of
freedom manipulators based on the property that the config-
uration space obstacle for a union of objects is the union of
the configuration space obstacle of the individual objects.
In [8], [9], a parallel version of the randomized path planner
[5] is proposed that uses the OR paradigm, i.e., different
processors compute the same algorithm and as soon as a
solution is found, the computation stops. The work in [11]
discretizes and then decomposes the configuration space
into hypercubes and cyclically assigns the exploration of
the hypercubes to the available processors. The method
is impracticable for high-dimensional problems due to the
discretization of the configuration space. The works in [2]
and [7] focus on embarrassingly parallel algorithms forPRM

and RRT, respectively. Embarrassingly parallel algorithms
avoid any interprocess communication and in the context
of PRM andRRT are limited to memory-shared systems.

In our earlier work [1], [6], the Sampling-based
Roadmap of Trees2 (SRT) planner was developed as a
powerful motion planner that seamlessly integrates multiple
query planners with single query planners and can be
efficiently distributed. The distribution scheme, however,
places a heavy computational burden on the master proces-

2The name of the planner in [1], [6] is changed from Probabilistic
Roadmap of Trees (PRT) to Sampling-based Roadmap of Trees (SRT) to
emphasize the importance of sampling, which in turn, can be done in a
variety of ways.



sor, which manages the distribution of computations among
the client processors. As the number of client processors
increases, it becomes difficult for the master to balance the
computational load among the clients and thus it reduces
the efficiency of the distribution.

This paper presents a novel distribution scheme forSRT

that remains highly efficient for both memory-shared and
message-passing systems even when the computation is
distributed over hundreds of processors. The bottleneck of
the distribution scheme in [1] is eliminated by introducing
several master processors that cooperate with each-other
to distribute the computation evenly among the client pro-
cessors. The distributedSRT algorithm allows us to solve
very high-dimensional problems that cannot be efficiently
addressed with existing planners. This paper presents ex-
periments with 126 degrees of freedom (DOF) where the
computation ofSRT is distributed over eighty processors.
Figure 1 shows an example. We were able to obtain nearly
linear speedups for the distributed computation ofSRT. Our
experiments with eighty processors indicate that similar
speedups can be obtained with several hundred processors.
Our results pave the way for the use of distributedSRT to
planning problems of unprecedented complexity.

In section II, we briefly review the sequentialSRT
algorithm introduced in [1], [6]. Section III describes the
distribution of theSRT algorithm. In section IV we describe
the experimental setup, the set of benchmarks used to test
the efficiency of our planner, and the results obtained. We
conclude in section V with a discussion on the distributed
SRT.

II. SRT PLANNER

In this section, we briefly review the sequentialSRT

algorithm [1], [6]. The pseudocode forSRT is given in
Algorithm 1. SRT constructs a roadmap aimed at captur-
ing the connectivity of the free configuration space. The
nodes of the roadmap are not single configurations but
trees, which are referred to as milestones. As illustrated
in line 3 of Algorithm 1, each milestone is generated
using a sampling-based tree planner, such asRRT [17] and
EST [12]. Connections between milestones are computed in
line 10 of Algorithm 1 by using bi-directionalRRTs orESTs.
SRT can use the roadmap to answer multiple queries or stop
the computation of the roadmap as soon as a solution to
the single query at hand is obtained.

III. D ISTRIBUTED SRT

In this section, we describe the design and implemen-
tation of a new distributed version ofSRT. A different
and simplified version of a distributedSRT appears in [1].
Before relating the details, we discuss data and control flow
dependency in each stage of theSRT algorithm. Milestone
computations are independent of each-other; each mile-
stone can be processed in parallel. Distributing the compu-
tation of a single milestone is considerably more involved
due to the sampling scheme we use to generate milestones.
Random edge selection can be done entirely in parallel;
however, the distribution of the closest edge selection is

Algorithm 1 : Sampling-based Roadmap of Trees (SRT).

Input: K, number of milestones.
Output: A roadmapGT = (VT ,ET).

1: VT ← /0, ET ← /0, Q← /0, EC← /0.
2: while |VT |< K do
3: T← build tree rooted at a collision-free random config.
4: VT ←VT ∪{T}.
5: Q←Q∪{qT}, whereqT is the representative ofT.
6: for all T ∈VT do
7: S← a set ofnc closest andnr randomqT ′ ∈Q to qT .
8: EC← EC∪{(T,T ′) : qT ′ ∈ S}.
9: for all (T1,T2) ∈ EC do

10: if not connected(T1,T2) and connect(T1,T2) then
11: ET ← ET ∪{(T1,T2)}.

more difficult since it requires the construction of a search
structure that depends on the representatives of all the
milestones. Finally, edge computations are not independent
of each-other. Since milestones can change after an edge
computation as a result of adding new configurations to
the milestones and since computing an edge requires both
milestones, the edge computations cannot be efficiently
distributed without some effort. It requires milestones tobe
sent from one client to the other. Furthermore, computation
pruning due to connected component analysis entails con-
trol flow dependencies throughout the computation of the
edges. Our experiments with the sequential implementation
revealed that the bulk of the run time occurs in milestone
and edge computations.

We have designed a master-client architecture for our
distributed implementation ofSRT. The clients are re-
sponsible for milestone and edge computations while the
masters ensure that the load is distributed as evenly as
possible among the clients. The masters arbitrate mile-
stone ownership, edge selection, maintain the connected
component data structure, and coordinate the activities
of all the processors. A given set of processorsP =
{P1,P2, . . . ,Pp} is partitioned into a set of master processors
M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm} and a set of client processorsC =
{C1,C2, . . . ,Cc}. Each clientCi ∈ C is owned by some
masterMCi ∈M. Consequently, each masterMi ∈M owns
a set of clientsCMi ⊆ C. Each master is responsible for
only a fraction of the clients in order to ensure a timely
response to their needs, since all the useful computation
is done by the clients. This design was chosen as we
expect to significantly increase the number of clients.
In our implementation, each master ownsc/m clients.
The distributedSRT algorithm proceeds through several
stages: milestone computations, candidate edges, and edge
computations. The pseudocode of the distribution of the
SRT planner is given in Algorithm 2.

A. Milestone Computations

The milestone computation stage is described in Al-
gorithm 2 under COMPUTE M ILESTONES. During this
stage, all the clients and mastersM2 throughMm compute



Algorithm 2 : DistributedSRT.
Master Client

1: ♦Executed by M1 ∈M
2: Q← /0.
3: for i = 1 to K do
4: Wait for someqT to arrive;Q←Q∪{qT}.
5: Broadcastfinish.
6: GC = (VT ,EC)← graph of candidate edges.
7: SendGC to all other masters.

COMPUTE
M ILESTONES

1: ♦Executed by all Cj ∈C and M2, . . . ,Mm∈M
2: TCj ← /0.
3: while finish has not been receiveddo
4: T← generate a milestone;TCj ← TCj ∪{T}.
5: Send representativeqT to masterM1.
6: ♦Executed by M2, . . . ,Mm ∈M
7: Send milestones to clients to balance load.

1: ♦Executed by all Mi ∈M
2: W = CMi ← working clients.
3: while unprocessed edges remain inGC do
4: for Cj ∈W do
5: if ∃e= (T ′,T ′′) ∈ EC∩TCj ×TCj then
6: Sende to Cj .
7: W←W−{Cj}.
8: else
9: Find milestones S = {T1, . . . ,T5} s.t.

∃(T′,T ′′) ∈ EC∩ (TCj ∪S)× (TCj ∪S).
10: Notify owner of each milestoneT ∈ S to

send a copy ofT to Cj .
11: if computed edges arrived fromCh ∈C then
12: W←W∪{Ch}, if Ch ∈CMi .
13: Update connected comps andGC.
14: Broadcastfinish.

COMPUTE
EDGES

1: ♦Executed by all Cj ∈C
2: while finish has not been receiveddo
3: if send(T ′,Ci) is receivedthen
4: Send copy of milestoneT ′ to clientCi .
5: if recv(T ′,Ci) is receivedthen
6: if milestones received> 5 then
7: Mark first received milestoneT for deletion.
8: Send additions made toT to owner ofT.
9: DeleteT.

10: Add T ′ to the list of milestones received.
11: if add(T ′,Ci ,c1, . . . ,c`) is receivedthen
12: Add c1, . . . ,c` to T ′.
13: Update indices accordingly.
14: if e= (T ′,T ′′) is received then
15: ConnectT ′ andT ′′.
16: Send result to all the masters.

milestones and send their representatives to masterM1

until a predefined total number ofK milestones have been
computed. Each set of milestonesTCi computed by client
Ci is stored locally inCi while the set of the representatives
is stored inM1. The milestones computed by mastersM2

throughMm are sent to those clients which computed the
smallest number of milestones in order to balance the load
as much as possible. During the milestone computation
stage, the communication is limited and non-blocking
resulting in an efficient distribution of the computation load
and little overhead.

B. Candidate Edges

During this stage, masterM1 computes the graph of
candidate edgesGC = (VT ,EC) using the milestone rep-
resentatives. Each milestoneT is connected to itsk-closest
neighbors, where the distance between two milestones
is defined as the distance between their representative
configurations. In addition, milestoneT is connected to a
number of random neighbors to offset any problems with
the metric used. The graph of candidate edges is sent to
all the other mastersM2, . . ., Mm, which update their local
copies ofGC. There is no distribution of this stage since
it constitutes only a small amount of the total computation
time and requires complex search data structures.

C. Edge Computations

The edge computation stage is described in Algorithm 2
under COMPUTE EDGES. The connections between mile-
stones are computed by the clients while the masters decide
which candidate edges should be connected.

Let e=(T ′,T ′′) be the edge that masterMCi sent to client
Ci . If both milestones are currently owned by clientCi , then

Ci runs the tree-connection algorithm onT ′ andT ′′ and if
the connection is successful, it sends to all the masters the
indices of two configurationsq′ ∈ T ′ andq′′ ∈ T ′′ that are
connected by a local path. Otherwise, clientCi has to wait
until it receives copies of the milestones that it does not
own from their respective owners. During this timeCi could
complete send operations that would help other clients to
compute their assigned edges.

Upon receiving a computed edge, each master adds the
edge toGT and updates the graph of candidate edges. All
edges(Ti ,Tj) ∈ GC such thatTi and Tj lie in the same
connected component ofGT are deleted fromGC as they
will not change the connected component structure ofGT .

Initially, masters attempt to send to their assigned clients
candidate edges whose milestones are locally stored, since
the computation of such edges requires no communication
with other clients. Once all the local candidate edges of
a clientCi are computed, masterMCi attempts to find 3–
5 milestones, that when added toCi create many local
candidate edges. Copies of these milestones are sent to
client Ci by their respective owners. ClientCi may have
to delete copies of other milestones that it has received in
previous steps to make room for the new milestones. Since
edge computations usually add new configurations to the
milestones involved, all the new configurations added to
the milestones marked for deletion are sent back to their
original owners, which in turn merge the additions with
the existing configurations. Indices of configurations are
updated accordingly.

Recall that clients receive candidate edges only from
their respective masters. If clientCi receives an edgee=
(T ′,T ′′) it means thatT ′ and T ′′ are owned byCi or



that the respective owners ofT ′ and T ′′ will send to Ci

copies of these milestones. In both cases,T ′ and T ′′ will
eventually be stored locally inCi resulting in a deadlock-
free design. Before deleting a local copy of milestoneT,
client Ci ensures that all the candidate edges already send
to it by masterMCi that involveT have been computed.
Also note that milestones grow large as the result of
edge connections and different merges that may occur
throughout the computation process making it inefficient
for clients to send these milestones to other clients. In our
implementation, a client sends to other clients only a subset
of the configurations of a large milestone.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments were chosen to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the distributedSRT compared to the sequential
implementation. In this paper, we useRRT as the sampling-
based tree planner forSRT. The benchmarks presented in
this paper are generally more difficult than those presented
in [1], [6] in order to show the importance of an efficient
distributed planner when solutions by traditional sequential
planners, such asPRM, EST, RRT, or even newer and
more powerful sequential planners, such asSRT, cannot
be obtained in a reasonable amount of time.

A. Benchmarks

Figure 2 illustrates the environments and the robots that
we used to create the benchmarks.

Benchmark “ConsR1” consists of ten consecutive walls
each with a small hole, as shown in Figure 2(b). The robot
is an object in the shape of the letter “C,” as shown in
Figure 2(a), which must move through all the ten holes.
The dimensions and relative positioning of the holes are
such that the robot is forced to wiggle its way through.
Benchmark “ConsR2” is a similar problem with two robots
in the shape of the letters “C” and “S,” respectively, as
shown in Figure 1. Benchmarks “ConsR1” and “ConsR2”
have 6 and 12 DOFs, repsectively.

Benchmark “BunnyR1” consists of a fence, a wall with a
cross-like hole, and another fence placed consecutively near
each-other, as shown in Figure 2(c). The robot is an object
in the shape of a bunny, as shown in Figure 2(a), consisting
of 8171 vertices and 16301 triangles. The motion planner
finds collision-free paths that move the robot through the
openings in the walls. The openings in the fence are as large
as necessary to allow the robot to go through. Benchmark
“BunnyR2” is similar to benchmark “BunnyR1,” but with
two bunny-like robots instead of one. Similarly, benchmark
“BunnyR8” consists of eight bunny-like robots placed
inside box that has a wall with a small cross-like hole in the
middle, as shown in Figure 2(d). Benchmarks “BunnyR1,”
“BunnyR2,” and “BunnyR8” have 6, 12, and 48 DOFs,
repsectively.

Benchmark “LettersR21” consists of a box that has a
wall with a circular hole in the middle inside which a
circular ring is placed, as shown in Figure 2(e). There
are twenty-one robots in the shape of the letters “A, B,
C, . . . , U,” respectively, some of which are illustrated in

Figure 2(a). The robots are placed in a grid-like format on
one side of the wall and the objective of the motion planner
is to move the robots through the openings in the wall to
the other side and position the robots in the same grid-like
format. Benchmark “Letters21” has 126 DOFs.

The environment of benchmark “MazeR1” consists of a
3D-maze object, as shown in Figure 2(f). The robot is a
single object in the shape of a cylinder bent several times,
as shown in Figure 2(a), which should move from the
lower left corner to the upper right corner of the maze. The
dimensions of the cells and of the robot are such that the
robot must wiggle its way through. Benchmark “MazeR1”
hase 6 DOFs.

B. Hardware and Software Setup

The implementation of the distributedSRT algorithm was
carried out inANSI C/C++ using the Intel R©8.0
compilers and libraries. Additionally, we made use of
the SWIFT++ collision detection library [10], theMPICH
implementation ofMPI standard for communication and
OpenGL for visualization. The experiments were run
on the Rice Terascale Cluster, a 1 TeraFLOP
Linux cluster based onIntel R© Itanium R©2 proces-
sors. Each node has two 64-bit processors running at 900
MHz, with 1.5 MB of L2 data cache and 2 GB memory per
processor. The nodes are connected by a Gigabit Ethernet
network. For the experiments, we used only one processor
per node.

C. Efficiency of DistributedSRT

To measure the efficiency of the distributedSRT algo-
rithm, we ran the distributed code on various benchmarks
using 1, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 48, 64, and 80 client processors
and 1, 2, and 3 master processors. Table I contains a
summary of the results. For each benchmark, we report
the computation time required by the sequential version
of SRT (time[1]) and the distributed efficiency ofSRT with
80 clients (efficiency[80 clients]) andn masters, wheren=
1,2,3. The distributed efficiency is calculated asts/(td ·N),
where ts is sequential time,td is distributed time, andN
is the number of processors. As an example, referring
to Table I, benchmark “ConsR2” requires approximately
20hrs of computation time by the sequentialSRT. Ideally,
when 81 processors are used the running time would be
15mins. When the distributedSRT is used with 80 clients
and one master the running time is only 17mins which
results in an efficiency of 0.89. Using 82 processors reduces
the ideal running time to 14.9mins. When the number
of masters is increased to two, the computation time of
the distributedSRT is reduced to 16mins resulting in an
efficiency of 0.92. Finally, using 83 processors results in an
ideal time of 14.7mins. Increasing the number of masters to
three keeps the same computation time of 16mins resulting
in a slightly reduced efficiency of 0.91.

The overall efficiency of the distributedSRT algorithm
is reasonably high on all our benchmarks. When only
one master is used, the efficiency of the distributedSRT

ranges from 0.58 to 0.89 with an average of 0.73 and



(a) Letters “A, B, C, S,” bent cylinder, and bunny. (b) “ConsR1” and “ConsR2.”

(c) “BunnyR1” and “BunnyR2.” (d) “BunnyR8.” (e) “LettersR21.” (f) “MazeR1.”

Fig. 2. Path planning benchmarks: (a) robots, (b) – (f) scenes.

TABLE I

EFFICIENCY OFDISTRIBUTEDSRT.

benchmark time[1](s) efficiency[80 clients]
1 master 2 masters 3 masters

ConsR1 19635.18 0.89 0.93 0.88
ConsR2 73388.19 0.89 0.92 0.91
BunnyR1 4702.47 0.69 0.85 0.94
BunnyR2 14355.57 0.74 0.97 0.88
BunnyR8 4437.82 0.71 0.84 0.85
LettersR21 5275.28 0.58 0.62 0.65
MazeR1 6572.53 0.63 0.72 0.94

median of 0.71. When the number of masters is increased
to two, the efficiency ranges from 0.62 to 0.97 with
an average of 0.84 and median of 0.85. Increasing the
number of masters to three does not change the efficiency
significantly; it ranges from 0.65 to 0.94 with an average
of 0.86 and median of 0.88. As illustrated in Table I,
increasing the number of masters from one to two resulted
in increased efficiency of our distributed algorithm for all
the benchmarks. The largest increase, 31.08%, is obtained
for benchmark “BunnyR2” and the lowest increase, 3.37%,
is obtained for benchmark “ConsR2.” When only a single
master is used, the load of the master increases propor-
tionally to the number of the clients. As the number of
clients becomes large, a single master is not able to handle
their requests. Increasing the number of masters to two or
three allows for a better distribution of the workload, and
consequently, higher efficiency. This phenomenon is clearly
seen in the “MazeR1” benchmark where the efficiency of
the distributedSRT with 80 clients increased from 0.63 to

Fig. 3. Speedup of distributedSRT.

0.94, an increase of 49.20%, when the number of masters
is changed from one to three.

Figure 3 compares the ideal speedup to the speedup
obtained for the benchmark “ConsR2” when the distributed
code is run with one, two, and three masters and up
to 80 processors. Figure 4 presents logged data for the
benchmark “ConsR1,” showing where clients spend their
time, i.e., milestone computation, edge computation, or
communication. The plots in Figures 3 and 4 are char-
acteristic of the behavior of the distributedSRT on the
other benchmarks as well. Figure 3 indicates a nearly linear
speedup for the distributedSRT when two or three masters
are used. As expected, the speedup is worse, but only
slightly, when one master is used. Figure 4 indicates that
virtually all of the overhead occurs during the last stages
of edge computations. At this point, only a few edges
have not been computed (fewer than the number of clients



Fig. 4. Time distribution ofSRT.

available) and consequently many clients starve wasting
useful computation time. Nevertheless, milestone and edge
computations are nearly fully distributed and storage is also
distributed evenly.

Extrapolating from the results of our experiments, we
suspect that similar speedups and computation distributions
can be obtained even when the number of clients is doubled
or tripled and the number of masters remains the same. We
still have not reached the point were masters become the
bottleneck, but 80 was the largest number of processors we
had available.

V. D ISCUSSION

High-dimensional problems arising from complex
robotic systems require the development of powerful se-
quential motion planners and the development of efficient
distributed motion planners that take full advantage of all
the available resources. This paper presents an efficient
algorithm for evenly distributing the computation ofSRT,
allowing us to solve difficult problems with up to 126
DOF in few minutes. The distributedSRT planner provides
a platform for solving problems of high complexity that
cannot be solved in a reasonable amount of time even by
the most efficient sequential planners.

We believe that the efficiency of the distributed algorithm
derives in part from the hierarchical nature ofSRT and
the sharing of the scheduler’s load among the different
masters. Prior work on the distribution ofSRT [1], [6] and
the experiments with one master indicate that the master
becomes the bottleneck as the number of clients increases,
since it is unable to handle the large number of requests
efficiently. Increasing the number of masters allows for
an even distribution of the workload and, consequently,
a higher efficiency. Using two or three masters, we were
able to obtain nearly linear speedups when running on
80 processors – the largest number we had available.
We believe that our master-client architecture can easily
support several hundred processors and still yield nearly
linear speedups.
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